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Dean’s Message 

To the BYU College of Humanities Class of 2020 

 

Graduates of this unique pandemic class, how I would have relished the opportunity to stand before you, on 

the floor of the Marriott Center, and welcome you, your family, and friends to the joyous celebration of your 

remarkable accomplishment! Celebration invokes unbridled rejoicing, as well as solemn ritual, and under normal 

circumstances we would have experienced both. Since we lack that opportunity, we have—in a socially distanced 

way and for the safety and protection of those same loved ones—prepared some tokens to commemorate your 

achievement and celebrate your success, which I hope you are able to share, live or remotely, with those dear to you. 

Collectively, getting into BYU was harder for you than for any previous group of graduates. Your lives 

may have been thoroughly disrupted by a change in the missionary age requirements. You had to deal with the usual 

campus bureaucracy compounded by changing web-based learning management systems (not to mention Zoom!), 

and you have experienced a host of very different classroom styles across a variety of disciplines. A majority of you 

have learned a second, or even a third, language. You have even run the gauntlet of American Heritage! The journey 

to this place has been punctuated by a series of struggles and challenges, culminating with the sudden disruption of 

so many well-laid plains, and none of you have come through unscathed or unchanged. 

Under normal circumstances your celebration would have ushered in a wider series of public rituals, all 

across the country, with people coming together in auditoriums and gymnasiums to hear distinguished speakers offer 

advice, make predictions, and focus on the promise of the future. And, although the past weeks have taught us that 

no future is 100 percent certain, that same uncertainty offers you a chance to practice and hone the skills you have 

come to possess as students of the humanities: effective communication, the ability to navigate different cultures, 

and the capacity to gather and interpret information. 

If we had been able to gather, despite those great speeches, some of you may have had other things on your 

minds, swept up in the occasion and the novelty of it all: long robes, funny hats, and tassels that may or may not 

have been hanging on the correct side of that funny hat. Of course, we can’t send you a gown or a mortarboard, but 

we are including a tassel in this celebratory packet as a token of your triumph. This is likely not the first tassel you 

have earned during your lifetime, but this one is unique and represents your greatest intellectual victory to date, a 

symbol of the credential you have earned through years of toil and testing. You may end up hanging it from the 
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rearview mirror of your car or using it for a bookmark. Perhaps it will be displayed in your future home somewhere. 

In any case, it is an emblem of honor and accomplishment. 

Tassels were originally part of the uniform of students studying at two of the world’s earliest universities, 

Cambridge and Oxford. They served as useful decorations that distinguished the wealthier students, who wore gold 

tassels and had better food and lodging, from the “commoners,” who wore black tassels and had to take what they 

could get. In a similar way, your tassel sets you apart from the common lot of the world, but not so that you may 

lord it over others; rather, yours is a commission to serve, a credential that allows you to strive to make this world, 

and the lives of its inhabitants, better.  

Tassels go back much further than Oxbridge, however. In the Old Testament, God instructed Moses to have 

the Israelites wear tassels on their clothing, “That ye may remember, and do all my commandments, and be holy 

unto your God” (Numbers 15:40). Jewish prayer shawls today still sport tassels at the corners. Likewise, tassels are 

important ceremonial accessories in some Native American rituals. Let your tassel be a reminder to remain faithful 

to those truths you have discovered at BYU and in the College of Humanities. 

The prophet Ezekiel, a younger contemporary of Lehi, describes being carried aloft by a shining spirit sent 

from God who drags him around using a tassel of Ezekiel’s hair (!) and shows him the abominations of Jerusalem 

and the Israelite diaspora. At the end of this vision Ezekiel sees the throne of God and is allowed to prophesy of 

God’s mercy to those who follow Him: “Thus saith the Lord God; I will even gather you from the people, and 

assemble you out of the countries where ye have been scattered, and I will give you the land of Israel. . . . And I will 

give them one heart, and I will put a new spirit within you; and I will take the stony heart . . . and will give them an 

heart of flesh . . . and they shall be my people, and I will be their God” (Ezekiel 11:17–20). 

Ezekiel’s story reveals God’s love for us and tells us how, out of love and mercy, God will replace our 

stony hearts with hearts of flesh. The central contrast, stone versus flesh, reveals that God’s influence in our lives 

can take a heart that is stubborn and cold and remake it into one that is tender and feeling. Your humanities 

education has been part of that process, making flesh of hearts generally disposed to be stony. 

Your tassel and your degree (represented by the other item in the package—your diploma cover) are tokens 

of learning experiences from which you gained the insight, and the courage, to see other people as children of God. 

Accept your tassel and your diploma cover with pride, as reminders of the privilege you have gained to go forth, 

serving. Resolve to demonstrate to the world, through both your expertise and your conviction, that you remember 
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the Source of all that is good in your lives. Go forward into an uncertain future as a unique, empowered graduate of 

the BYU College of Humanities, bearing a heart of flesh and a soul on fire with love for humankind. You will then 

not only be practicing the humanities but taking a step closer to seeing humanity through God’s own eyes. 

 

—Dean Scott Miller, April 24, 2020 

 


